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PRESS RELEASE 

‘Sisi’– an exhibition goes on tour  

In the coming years the Schönbrunn Group is launching ‘Empress Elisabeth’ on an international tour 
in the form of a peripatetic exhibition. Many exhibits from its own Empress Elisabeth collection – 
some of which are still unknown to the public – provide authentic views into the empress’s life and 
multifaceted character, while avoiding clichés and myths. The first station of the special exhibition 
‘Sisi’ takes place between 15 May to 20 November 2020 in Austria’s largest Baroque palatial complex, 
the Schloss Hof Estate in Lower Austria. 

Vienna, 3 March 2020 – By means of a focused acquisition policy in the last twenty years the 
Schönbrunn Group has succeeded in continually extending its own Empress Elisabeth Collection. It 
meanwhile encompasses around 1500 objects and also formed the foundation for the extraordinarily 
successful Sisi Museum, which the Schönbrunn Group opened in 2004 in the Imperial Apartments in 
the Vienna Hofburg. In the meantime it has organised events and exhibitions here almost exclusively 
with objects from its own collection. The range of the collection has now made a peripatetic 
exhibition about the Empress Elisabeth conceived and curated by the Schönbrunn Group possible for 
the first time, and it will launch out on an international tour with a great number of selected exhibits, 
many of which are unknown to the public and never shown before. 

The exhibition will have around 400 objects on show – mainly owned personally by the empress: 
jewellery, clothing and shoes, also paintings and sculptures – exhibits that bring Elisabeth’s 
fascinating personality to life for visitors. They avoid conventional clichés and the many myths 
clouding her personality and provide authentic views into the life of the extraordinary empress. The 
exhibits testify to the joy and grief, longings, fears and blows of fate of an empress who even today 
still casts her spell on many people. 

Sisi – Woman and Empress  

Before the exhibition takes off on the international tour, it makes a stop from 15 May to 20 
November 2020 at Austria’s largest Baroque palatial complex, the Schloss Hof Estate in Lower 
Austria. With the title ‘Sisi – Woman and Empress’, the opening section of the exhibition in the 
hunting lodge of Niederweiden – part of the Schloss Hof Estate –  focuses on Elisabeth’s function as 
empress and queen. One special feature here is Elisabeth’s role as a protective, maternal and 
benevolent patron of her country, who performed many works of charity. The exhibition also 
spotlights her childhood in Bavaria. With this as basis, it tells the story of her young love for Emperor 
Franz Joseph, aided by numerous portraits, lithographs and busts. Their marriage takes us to 
Elisabeth’s life at the Viennese Court with its strict courtly regimen and her imperial family. Court 
society is cool and distanced in its relationship to Elisabeth. Her mother-in-law and aunt, 
Archduchess Sophie, endeavoured to support Elisabeth, but also to shape and steer the empress 
according to her own ideas. The archduchess has a section of her own in the exhibition. 

The marriage with Emperor Franz Joseph produced three daughters and a son, making the imperial 
couple into the loving grandparents of several grandchildren. A further theme in the exhibition 
concerns the children’s biographies. Death and grief in Elisabeth’s life are likewise included. Not 

https://www.hofburg-wien.at/en/about-the-location/sisi-museum/
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only the empress’s violent death is a central topic, but also the grief of a mother who had to bear two 
of her children – Sophie and Rudolf – to their graves. Another focus is on her reputation as a ‘flawless 
beauty’ and ‘fashion icon’. In order to come to terms with the blows of fate meted out to her and to 
escape the intrigues at the Viennese Court Elisabeth concentrated on herself and her appearance, to 
which she devoted many hours of the day. 

The exhibition also spotlights Elisabeth as a traveller; she was a woman intensely interested in 
familiarising herself with faraway countries and foreign cultures and who loved the very act of 
travelling, since it offered her opportunities of a freer life. The end of the exhibition in Schloss 
Niederweiden is devoted to Elisabeth’s last years at the side of Franz Joseph and to her legacy. For 
Elisabeth’s life still fascinates us today, with all its highs and lows. 

Sisi’s Son Rudolf 

Awaiting visitors is a second part of the exhibition in the Schloss Hof Estate palace entitled ‘Sisi’s 
Son Rudolf’’, with its focus on Elisabeth’s only son, Crown Prince Rudolf. The exhibition revolves 
around Rudolf’s private life, starting with his passion for the hunt and his profound interest in nature 
studies, also his relationship to women and his love of travelling. In doing so the exhibition 
constantly links up with the figure of Empress Elisabeth. Mother and son were very similar in many 
attributes. Both shared an interest in nature and the pleasures of travelling, although these common 
features were differently expressed. The exhibition repeatedly alludes to their similarities of 
character. Another topic dealt with is Rudolf’s legacy, respectively the aspects about him that have 
entered into the culture of memory. 

Klaus Panholzer, Managing Director, Schönbrunn Group – ‘New initiatives such as this peripatetic 
exhibition will have an inspirational impact on people across the world about the Imperial heritage 
and world of the Habsburgs.’ 

Elfriede Iby, Head of the Scientific Department, Schönbrunn Group – ‘The peripatetic exhibition 
offers a fantastic opportunity to present the richness and uniqueness of the collection to visitors in 
other continents.’ 

Olivia Lichtscheidl, curator ‘Sisi – Woman and Empress’ – ‘For admirers of the empress a visit to the 
exhibition is a must. It casts light on many different aspects of Elisabeth’s life, including the very 
private sphere.’ 

Michael Wohlfart, curator ‘Sisi – Woman and Empress’ – ‘Among the highlights included in the 400 or 
more exhibits are several unusual textiles owned by Elisabeth, which cast a new light on the 
empress’s later years.’ 

Katrin Harter and Martin Mutschlechner, curators ‘Sisi’s Son Rudolf’ – ‘Rudolf’s life manifests so 
many facets that have always been completely underestimated, which we wish to illuminate for the 
public through this exhibition.’ 

 

Exhibition location:   
Sisi – Woman and Empress: Schloss Niederweiden, Niederweiden 1, 2292 Engelhartstetten 
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Sisi’s Son Rudolf: Schloss Hof Estate, Schloss Hof 1, 2294 Schlosshof 
www.schlosshof.at   

Exhibition duration:  
15 May – 20 November 2020  

Opening times:   
daily from 10am to 6pm 

Curators:  
‘Sisi – Woman and Empress’: Olivia Lichtscheidl, Michael Wohlfart  
‘Sisi’s Son Rudolf’: Katrin Harter, Martin Mutschlechner  

Project management and coordination:  
Elfriede Iby 

Admission:  
Ticket valid for the Schloss Hof Estate and Schloss Niederweiden:  
Adults € 18 / children (age 6-18) € 10 / family (2 adults + max. 3 children.) € 46  
 

Further information and pictorial material can be found here. 

 

The Schönbrunn Group, in administering Schönbrunn Palace, the Vienna Furniture Museum, the Sisi Museum 
in the Vienna Hofburg, also the Schloss Hof Estate, has in its charge the leading attractions of Austria’s 
Imperial heritage. The Schönbrunn Group is responsible for the preservation and revitalisation of the cultural 
assets entrusted to it. The necessary funds are provided in toto by the revenue earned by the Schönbrunn 
Group itself.  

 

Contact for queries:                                                                                                                                         
Mag.a Evelyn Larcher 
Corporate Communications and Public Relations  
Tel.: +43 1 811 13 340 
Mobile: +43 664 820 7191 
E-Mail: larcher@schoenbrunn-group.com  

Mag.a Petra Reiner    
Corporate Communications and Spokesperson 
Tel.: +43 1 811 13 461 
Mobile: +43 664 889 65 410 
E-Mail: reiner@schoenbrunn-group.com 
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